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Framework for Discussion
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• What compliance areas present risk to healthcare 
startups?
• Cybersecurity

• Fraud and abuse laws

• Business and licensing laws

• How can healthcare startups reduce compliance risk?

• How can lawyers help?
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“ Before anything else, preparation 
is the key to success.”

- Alexander Graham Bell



Level-Setting: Healthcare Startups and 
Non-Traditional Providers
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Who are they?

• Healthcare “disruptors” 

• Data aggregators

• Mobile medical app creators

• Durable medical equipment (DME) developers

• Rideshare companies



Level-Setting: Healthcare Startups and 
Non-Traditional Providers (cont.)
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Why should they care about compliance?

• Investor expectations 

• Board and employee protection

• Legal and contractual requirements

• Liability for public statements

• Potential due diligence activities
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Risk Area 1: Cybersecurity



Breach Trends in 2018
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Healthcare Breaches in 2018

• Increase in hack or malware attacks

• Decrease in unintended disclosures

Source: Beazley Breach Response Services



Breach Trends in 2018 (cont.)
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Source: Verizon 2018 Breach 

Investigations Report



Legal and Regulatory Scheme
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Federal Laws

• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

• 42 C.F.R. Part 2

• Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)

State Laws

• Varying breach notification laws

• Breach of contract considerations

Foreign Laws

• E.U. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Industry Standards
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What Do Investors and Consumers Expect?
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• Investors
• Sophisticated privacy and security protections

• Appropriate cyber liability insurance

• Reduction of key compliance risks (HIPAA, Part 2, State Privacy Laws, 
Consumer Protection Laws) 

• Consumers
• Same (perhaps more basic) expectations as investors

• Reduction of “Internet of Things” risk

• Appropriate public-facing documents



Recommendations for Cyber Health
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• Assess risk
• Type of information collected 

• Internal and external threats

• Vulnerabilities and gaps 

• Employee capabilities, competencies, and temperament

• Develop defensive strategies based on enforcement patterns
• Inadequate security measures 

• Failure to monitor for unauthorized systems, applications, access, and network 
connections

• Employee lack of awareness

• Incident response and breach reporting

• Vendor breaches and vendor management



Recommendations for Cyber Health (cont.)
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• Secure personal devices and regularly-used websites
• Encrypt 

• Read terms of use, privacy notices, and transparency reports

• Regularly patch operating systems

• Ensure up-to-date anti-virus and anti-malware software

• Implement access controls
• Limit employee access to data, as needed for job functions

• Employ written information security programs

• Require two-factor authentication 

• Execute confidentiality/nondisclosure agreements

• Consider contractual obligations 
• Independent contractors

• Website terms of use and notice of privacy practices



How Lawyers Can Help
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• Asking the right questions/translating

• Interpreting “standards of care”
• Identifying applicable laws

• Reviewing enforcement trends

• Drafting and interpreting contracts

• Addressing the “people problem”
• Staff training

• Incident response

• Employee procedures
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Risk Area 2: Fraud and Abuse



Legal and Regulatory Scheme
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• Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS)

• Civil Monetary Penalties (CMP) Law 
• Beneficiary inducement prohibitions

• Office of Inspector General (OIG) Guidance
• Marketing arrangements

• State Laws
• “Mini” AKS Laws

• Professional Conduct Standards

• Also consider Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Regulations 
• Mobile apps / medical device reporting



Legal and Regulatory Scheme (cont.)
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• Recent trends
• Facilitating access to care

• Serving rural areas and underserved communities

• AKS Safe Harbor for Free or Discounted Local Transportation (42 CFR 
§1001.952(bb)) (consider related implications for rideshare companies)

• But 
• Physician relationships

• Fair market value issues

• Arms’ length contracting requirements

• Beneficiary inducement risks



What Do Investors and Consumers Expect?
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• Investors
• Sophisticated approach for documentation and arms’ length contracting 

• Reduction of key compliance risks

• Consumers
• Appropriate public-facing documents

• Informed consent forms

• Disclosure of financial relationships 

• Note potential limitations on “freebies” and pilot programs



Recommendations for Fraud & Abuse 
Health 
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• Assess risk
• Determine payment / reimbursement sources

• Review universe of business and consumer customers

• Identify geographic footprint

• Consider “high risk” states

• Understand whistleblower risk

• Engage in careful and consistent documentation efforts

• Centralize compliance functions

• Consider compliance implications of new business strategies at 
the outset



How Lawyers Can Help
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• Asking the right questions/translating

• Issue spotting

• Providing guidance regarding low, medium, and high risk 
activities 

• Reviewing enforcement trends

• Drafting contracts with appropriate fraud and abuse protections 

• Assisting with centralization of compliance functions

• Engaging third-party valuation firms and consultants, as 
needed
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Risk Area 3: Business and Licensing Laws



Legal and Regulatory Scheme
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• Organizational formalities
• Forming entity

• Obtaining employer identification number (EIN)

• Registering to do business

• Preparing organizational documents (e.g., operating agreements) 

• Drafting capitalization, stock, and shareholder agreements

• Developing business plans (with healthcare industry considerations)

• State licensing and registration laws 
• e.g., DME, Third Party Administrators (TPAs)



What Do Investors and Consumers Expect?
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• Investors
• Ability to make appropriate contractual representations and warranties 

• Consider organization, authority, licensure, etc.

• Consumers
• Ability to purchase products from home state

• Appropriate level of expertise to meet licensing or registration 
requirements



Recommendations for Business and 
Licensing Health
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• Assess risk
• Identify geographic footprint

• Consider “high risk” states

• Acknowledge operational considerations

• Designate responsible employees or third-party designees
• Ensure compliance with filing deadlines

• Consider annual reports and licensing renewals

• Understand contractual obligations



How Lawyers Can Help
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• Asking the right questions/translating

• Handling organizational formalities 

• Researching licensing and registration requirements

• Identifying and engaging third-party consultants

• Reviewing contractual requirements
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We Are AHLA

Our Vision
To lead health law to excellence through education, information, and dialogue.

Our Mission
To provide a collegial forum for interaction and information exchange to enable its members to serve their 

clients more effectively; to produce the highest quality, nonpartisan, educational programs, products, and 

services concerning health law issues; and to serve as a public resource on selected health care legal issues.  

Diversity and Inclusion
In principle and in practice, the American Health Lawyers Association values and seeks to advance and 

promote diverse and inclusive participation within the Association regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, 

religion, age, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, national origin, or disability. Guided by these 

values, the Association strongly encourages and embraces participation of diverse individuals as it leads 

health law to excellence through education, information, and dialogue.
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